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FOR THE BACKGROUND INFORMATION LISTED IN AN ABBREVIATED FORM ON THE MASTER PRAYER LIST:

C =
O =
ED =
B =
E =
SC =
WR =
S =
1.

Contact
Openness
Education Level
Bible Knowledge
Evidence Knowledge
Solid Christian Contacts
Willingness to Repent
Sin in Their Life

(How often you are in contact with this unsaved individual?)
(How open do you think they are to becoming a Christian?)
(What is the highest level of education they have achieved?)
(How much knowledge of the Bible do you think they have?)
(How much evidence for the Christian faith do you think they are aware of?)
(How many solid Christians are they in touch with at least monthly?)
(How likely do you think they are to turning away from their sin?)
(How much sin do they typically practice on a regular basis?)

CONTACT: In a 12 month period how often are you

5.

in contact with them personally? [Meaning face to
face, by phone, text or email, etc.. Group social media
are not usually considered personal.]
ns = Never or Seldom
1- = 1-2
3- = 3-5
6- = 6-12
13- = 13-51
w = Weekly
mw = More than weekly
2.

3.

do they have of the evidences for the validity of the
Christian faith?
bn = Basically none
lk = A little knowledge
sk = Some relevant knowledge
qk = Quite a bit of relevant knowledge
gk = They know a great deal:
They know a great deal about manuscript
evidence, fulfilled prophecy, archeological,
confirmations, philosophical presuppositions,
and the Trilemma, etc.

OPENNESS: How close do you think they are
to becoming a Christian?
cc = Claims to be Christian, but doesn’t live it
h = Hostile
a = Apathetic
lo = A Little Open
wc = Willing to Consider it
ac = They are considering it
vc = Very close to embracing it

6.

EDUCATION: What is the highest level of education

7.

they have completed?
df = Did not finish high school
hs = High school graduate
sc = Attended some college
a = Have an Associates Degree
b = Have a Baccalaureate’s degree
m = Have a Master’s Degree
d = Have a Doctorate Degree
4.

EVIDENCE FOR THE FAITH: How much knowledge

BIBLE KNOWLEDGE: How well do you think
they know the Bible?
n = Not at all - They know nothing or virtually
nothing about the Bible
p

s

= Poorly - They know very little about the Bible
= Somewhat - They have a basic familiarity

with some of the Bible
pw = Pretty well - They have a reasonable amount
of Bible knowledge
w = Well - They have good Bible knowledge
ew = Extremely well - They have a large amount
of Biblical knowledge
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Solid Christian Contacts Monthly: About how
many informed, loving, balanced, and nonhypocritical Christians do you think they are in
contact with at least monthly?
n = None that I know of
1- = 1 or 2
3- = 3 to 5
6- = 6 or more

WILLING TO REPENT?: Do you think they would be
open to stopping sinning if they knew for sure God
wanted them to? (Mark.1:15)
nw = No way
dt = I don’t think so
m = Maybe
gc = Good chance of it
twi = Think willing if: I think they would be
open to stopping sinning, i.e. repenting, if they
knew for sure God wanted them to?
Matthew 4:17, 11:20,12:41; Mark 1:14-15, 6:12; Luke
3:8, 5:32, 11:32, 13:3, 13:5, 15:7, 16:30-31, 24:46-47; Acts
2:38, 8:22, 11:18, 20:21, 26:20, Rom. 2:5; 2 Cor. 7:8-10

8. SIN LEVEL:
dk
na
ls
pm
lot
ha

=
=
=
=
=
=

I don’t know
Nothing that I’m aware of
A little
Pretty much
A lot
A huge amount
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